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General 
The ground on the site was very damp as it had recently rained. The sky was overcast when we first 
met at 20:30 but was clear by the start of the vigils. There was a blustery and very cold wind coming 
from the west. The site was quite dark being faintly lit by the orange street lamp glow over Luton and a 
half-moon. There was some traffic noise coming from the A6 down in the valley to the west. 

Pre-Vigil 
21:10 Just before the vigil started we were setting up our video cameras with Bill’s just to the east of 

the path. Bill returned to his chair on the path and had just reached the chair when he sensed 
there was something about 12 metres away along the path to the north, between two clumps of 
bushes which edged the path. Whatever it was emitted a hiss at him in a most unnatural way 
then he saw a flash of white low to the ground like a rabbit’s tail. It ran along the path then into 
the grass on the west of the path. What was it, a rabbit that hisses? 

Vigil 1: Top of the Hill – 21:11 to 21:55 
21:15 Andy takes an EMF reading but no activity recorded. 

 Andy hears what he can only describe as a whispering sound in his left ear but is unable to 
make out any words. 

21:19 Bill measures the temperature at +6.5 to +8ºC. The temperature was difficult to measure due to 
the nature of the terrain (long grass), moisture and the wind. 

21:26 Bill was facing southwest by west, down towards Luton, and, over the top of his glasses, he 
could see two planes approaching each other out of his peripheral vision. As the planes paths 
crossed it was almost as if something massive had blocked out everything above his glasses 
then it suddenly disappeared and the planes and stars came back. 

21:31 Bill tries asking any presences to contact him preferably by putting an image into his mind (as 
he had done recently at Blackgrove Wood in Tilsworth). After making the request he emptied 
his mind by concentrating on his breathing. 

21:35 Andy takes an EMF reading but no activity recorded. 

21:37 Bill gets “the form of a sacrifice” in his mind. In addition he saw a figure tied to a large stake 
with its hands tied behind the stake. 

21:40 Bill gets “Why, Mr. Johnson has ripped you off, altruistically”, which made no sense to him. 

21:45 Bill suddenly feels very cold and starts shivering. 

 Bill measures the temperature at +5.5 to +6ºC. 

21:46 The feeling of cold that Bill felt has passed. 
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Séance: Top of the Hill – 22:03 to 22:10 
Bill gets ‘Owner of a lonely heart’ from the song of the same name (sung by the progressive rock band 
Yes). This also happened during the last investigation at Blackgrove Wood, Tilsworth. 

Bill heard a metallic clink coming from along the path just to the south. After the séance Billie said that 
she had heard what she thought was a twig snapping, coming from the path to the south, and thought 
Bill had heard it too as he had looked round in the same direction and at the same time. 

Vigil 2: Tumulus to South of Hill – 22:23 to 23:10 
For this vigil Bill sits on top of a tumulus whilst Andy sits southeast of it. For most of the vigil Bill 
faced to the north (towards the top of the hill). This site was chosen as it was sheltered from the wind 
by a large group of bushes to the west. 

22:30 Whilst setting up equipment at the second location, Andy hears a voice coming from the 
pathway close to the nearby fence. Andy describes this sound as someone saying “whoo” and 
feels it sounds like Richard, who the team are expecting to arrive. Andy asks Bill if he has said 
something, but Bill states he did not. 

22:35 Bill measures the temperature at +5 to +5.5ºC. 

22:37 As Bill was standing up 
he heard a dull thud and 
felt the ground beneath 
his feet (the tumulus) 
vibrate. 

22:40 Andy takes an EMF 
reading but no activity 
recorded. 

 Andy hears a noise of 
something moving about 
in the bushes in front of 
him.       

22:48 Whilst taking a long 
exposure photograph of 
the area Bill hears a 
man’s voice. He could 
not determine the words 
or direction as the voice 
was very quiet. No 
person was visible and, 
due to the time, the 
nature of the night and 
isolation of the area, it 
was unlikely that there 
was anyone around. 


